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Notice of Serious Incident 

 

Date of Incident: 3/25/2023 

Date Received by DCCECE: 3/27/2023 

 

Facility Name: Perimeter Behavioral of Forrest City 

Facility Number: 142 

Facility Type: Residential 

Incident Type: Licensing 

Report Description: Residents Name/DOB: , 
 Date/Time of incident: 3/25/2023/ 8:28am Please describe the 

incident: Per staff report the resident?s eloped from the facility grounds after tampering with 
a smoke detector in his room causing all the facility doors to unlock. Actions Taken: 
Camera review was conducted on 3/27/2023 at 11:00am. Two residents are observed going 
into room 104. The resident exited the room and a peer entered. As the peer entered about 
30 seconds later the fire alarm was triggered. Staff are observed lining the resident up and 
exiting the building to the courtyard. While waiting in the courtyard for the building the be 
cleared. Two residents (  and  are observed getting out of line and walking 
towards the building. A third resident (  is also observed getting out of line from 
the far right and running towards his two peers. All three residents ran inside of the building 
down 100-Hall to the exit. Staff are observed following the residents from the courtyard to 
the building and to 100-hall out of the exit. FCPD was called and gave the residents 
description. The residents were found by the FCPD on 3/276/2023 around 9:30am. At the 
first point of contact all three residents had knives on them, the residents procured the 
knives after eloping from the facility. 2 of them ( and  dropped their 
knives and the police were able to obtain them. The third resident, who is  took 
off running in the middle of an open field. The resident then held the knife to his throat 
threatening to kill himself. The police were able to subdue the resident and retrieve the 
weapon.  was taken to Forrest City ED for further evaluation. The resident has 
now been transferred to Perimeter West Memphis Acute for homicidal ideation and suicide 
gesture.  and  were both sent out to the FCMC on 3/26/2023 for further 
evaluation. Both residents returned with no new orders. Both residents have been placed on 
a safety plan and elopement precautions. The residents will remain on precautions until 
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